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adding to the problem is the fact that the game is all based around saving metropolis, and the main characters quest. you are really only doing it for the
health benefits, and arent really meant to be motivated to save the city. superman returns: the videogame does have the 3d graphics, and the environments
are actually visually impressive. however, the gameplay and controls are just as bad as they were in the game. it would seem that things were rushed out in a
bid to release it on time, and hence the problems. despite these problems, the game is actually very fun to play. you are flying around the city saving people
from the flying objects of destruction, and superman is often able to get through the entire level without taking any damage. theres a huge number of super
powers to use, and they all look incredible. you can see the explosions, and can hear the sounds of buildings collapsing, and the way that sounds are echoed

is really impressive. the graphics are a bit blurry, and the character models are average. however, the game is still incredibly easy to play. you can also
choose to play on easy, normal, or hard difficulty levels, and youre able to do this by pressing the a and b buttons. metropolis is a vast city that is in constant
need of your protection. the iconic structure of the daily planet is under threat and the world needs superman. explore this open world and discover loads of
new locations and features. use the arrow keys to fly, jump and climb around metropolis, dodge flying debris, electric fences and police sirens while keeping

an eye on the action in the air. superman has three super-powered moves to choose from, including his famous "superman punch" which sends enemies
flying.
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